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◮ We extend the SM gauge by adding one U(1)F along with 12
new particles. The new particles and their charges under
various transformations are as given below :

Particles SU(3)c SU(2)L U(1)Y U(1)F Z2

φQ 3 2 7/6 0 -1

φl 1 2 1/2 0 -1

FiL 1 1 Yi ni -1

FiR 1 1 Yi 0 -1

NjR 1 1 0 0 -1

S 1 1 0 0 -1

φ 1 1 0 nφ = nµ = −ne +1

Table: The charge assignments of new particles under the full gauge
group SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)Y × U(1)F . Where i = e, µ, τ and
j = 1, 2, 3.
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◮ but in our model there three new parameters λSφ, λSφQ
and

λSφl
which are not constrained by any observables that we

fitted in this work and so are free, hence there can provide
enough DM annihilation to avoid over abundance.

◮ Key collider signatures of our model are beside the prediction
of a stable heavy charged fermion are:

◮ e+e−/pp → µ+µ−(τ+τ−) +missing energy (φφ),

◮ e+e−/pp → γ +missing energy (φ1/φ2 → φφ) and

◮ e+e−/pp → γ + (γ + γ(or Z ))(via triangle loop)
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◮ Then taking the benchmark values of masses well above the
experimental constrains along with constrains from B0
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◮ In very recently we have proposed a little different model in
which at low mass regime, the model can explain the R(K (∗)),
muon (g-2) as well as smallness of neutrino masses, while in
the high mass regime the model can explain the primodal
Lithium problem and also it can have new composite DM
candidates.
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◮ We have also shown that by introducing a new vector like
fourth generation lepton doublet along with a scalar and a
scalar leptoquark can explain the reported deviations in
R(D(∗)).

◮ Besides the above mentioned flavor imprints, these models
have very peculiar collider signatures such as prediction of
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◮ Our recent work in [4] can explain the R(K (∗)), muon (g-2) as
well as smallness of neutrino masses, the primodal Lithium
problem and also new composite DM.



THANK YOU!
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